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Introduc	on: Korean's morphological system richly employs par�cles for gramma�cal func�ons, including case marking 

[1]. However, casual speech o%en sees the omission of these markers, leaving a poten�al gap in signaling gramma�cal 

roles. This study hypothesizes that prosody—through tone-segment alignment, magnitude of fundamental frequency 

(F0) extrema, and dura�onal pa/erns—compensates for this absence, thus maintaining the morphosyntac�c structure 

intact [2], [3], [4].  

Methods: U�lizing speech data from 21 na�ve Korean speakers, this inves�ga�on contrasts segmentally neutralized noun 

phrases with and without nomina�ve or accusa�ve markers in varied focus condi�ons. Par�cipants were presented with 

16 pairs of test words, embedded in sentences under two focus condi�ons: broad and correc�ve. To aid in elicita�on and 

ensure clarity of context, each test word was accompanied by a visual representa�on of its meaning. The study ini�ally 

analyzed a total of 4,032 tokens, derived from 21 speakers who each produced 16 pairs of words, differen�ated by two 

morphological structures, across two focus contexts, and repeated three �mes; however, only 3,909 tokens were 

ul�mately used for analysis a%er excluding those containing speech errors. 

Results: The findings reveal significant prosodic differen�a�on between cases, with prosodic cues modifying both the 

temporal and tonal dimensions of speech to signal case roles. The influence of morphological structure on the dura�on 

of the final rime interacts with focus type, where, despite correc�ve focus exhibi�ng longer overall dura�ons, the effect 

of morphological structure is no�ceably diminished. Similarly, the effect was stronger for targets in the accusa�ve case 

where the case marker consists of two segments, =ɨl. In regard to f0, words with case markers exhibited overall higher 

contours and in some cases a later peak, highligh�ng a prosodic dis�nc�on �ed to morphological marking. As with 

dura�on, the effect of morphological structure was a/enuated but retained significance under correc�ve focus. The 

study reveals Korean's adept use of prosody to signal gramma�cal roles when morphological markers are absent, with 

these dis�nc�ons most pronounced in broad focus contexts, ensuring clear and effec�ve communica�on.  
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